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Today we're taking an in-depth look at how to match software features to 

the type of meeting you're running, which is the first item in our Top 10 

Things to Consider When Purchasing Meeting Software checklist. 

       

 

Have you ever walked into a meeting where there weren’t enough chairs? 

Those people shuffling in the back of the room distract everyone and make 

the group rush through the conversation. 

Ever tried to map out your big idea on the whiteboard, only to find that none 

of the pens work? No matter how vigorously you wave your hands around, 

you just can’t get your idea across without the picture. 

Remember the time you worked so hard to prepare that important 

presentation, only to fumble about and eventually discover that you had no 
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way to connect to the projector? I still get a sick feeling in my gut about that 

one. 

Most problems with meetings are people problems; lack of preparation, poor 

meeting skills, boring presentations, bad habits,... the list goes on. But not 

all of them. To hold a successful, productive meeting, you also need the 

right equipment. When you don't have what you need, or when you use 

software designed for a different type of meeting than the one you're 

running, the results are distracting at best and usually far short of the goal. 

 

Using the wrong features for your online meeting is like giving a blank 

presentation to the board in your underwear - you're ill-equipped to 

succeed. 

Problems crop up in face-to-face meetings when the room isn’t the right size 

for the group and the office supplies aren’t right for the work the group is 

doing. Online meetings have the same kind of problems when you use a 



system that isn’t designed to support the people invited or the specific work 

they need to do. Most online platforms are designed to work for a variety of 

meetings, usually covering a range of similar meeting types, but there are 

no systems that work well for all meetings. 

There is no one-size-fits-all online meeting platform. To further 

complicate the issue, those that come closest, with the flexibility and the 

feature depth required to support a wide range of meetings, are also the 

hardest to learn and most expensive. So how do you choose? 

The 3 ways organizations 
select meeting software: 
Option 1: Don’t really choose. 
Many smaller groups pick a meeting platform that someone has used before, 

then work around or ignore any issues that arise when trying to run different 

kinds of meetings. Because there's no central mandate to use a particular 

system, these teams may switch between a handful of lightweight, low-cost 

tools. BYOA (bring your own app) reigns, with each meeting organizer 

picking the system they personally prefer. 

This is the “good enough, let’s wing it” approach, which frankly works pretty 

well for independent teams or small companies with the flexibility to 

make-do and improvise, and where the need to appear polished outside of 

the team isn’t so important. 



Option 2: IT picks. 
This is the most common choice, reflecting the long-standing IT-centric 

rather than business-centric approach to buying software that dominates 

corporate software purchasing. When this happens, the company uses an 

IT-endorsed meeting platform for all meetings, usually one of the “no one 

gets fired for selecting XYZ Name Brand” choices. 

Each team is then supposed to create their own “recipes” of procedures and 

related systems to make their meetings work. More often, people use the 

audio and screen sharing, and work around the rest. Because these 

generalist systems aren’t designed for the specific needs of any one group, 

teams never receive training on how to run their meeting process using the 

software, and most features go unused. According to Wayne Turmel at 

GreatWebMeetings, "most presenters user fewer than 25% of the available 

features". 

Option 3: Match one or more meeting 
platforms to business needs. 
This "best tool for the job" approach allows more mature companies to 

better support and optimize for the unique needs of different meeting types. 

When this happens, the systems used by marketing to manage large scale 

events with the public are different than those used by client services 

working on customer projects, which may be different still than those used 

by sales working to close new business. 
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With that in mind, let’s look at some common feature sets found in online 

meeting platforms and the meetings for which they’re best suited. 

Common Feature Sets Found 
in Online meeting platforms 
All meeting platforms share some common features and assumptions. For 

instance, all meeting platforms expect there to be more than one person 

involved, for the meeting to have a defined start and end time, and for there 

to be a division of responsibilities between the person(s) running the 

meeting vs. those who aren’t. 

After that, you can split the feature sets into two general categories: Those 

that focus on making it technically possible to communicate vs. those that 

focus on using technology to achieve specific goals. We'll briefly cover six of 

the most common feature sets:  

●    Audio conferencing 

●    Web conferencing 

●    Meeting productivity 

●    Webinars & Webcasting 

●    Decision support 



●    Board portals 
  

For each feature set, I've added links to meeting platforms from companies 

that showcase each feature set well to give you sense of the range of 

options on the market today. Like Lucid Meetings, which combines audio 

conferencing, web conferencing and meeting productivity, many of the 

products linked below also provide a range of features beyond those 

discussed in the section where they're listed. 

You know if a meeting platform includes the combination of features you 

need for your kind of meeting by looking at how many other tools you have 

to use at the same time to achieve the desired meeting result. 

Technical communication features 
Originally invented to reduce the need for people to travel to meetings all 

the time, technical communication features solve the problem of HOW you 

can meet with people far away, but make no attempt to address WHY you’re 

meeting or how to do it well. 

AUDIO CONFERENCING 

Example products focused on audio conferencing: 

Skype, Uberconference, TurboBridge, Intercall 
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Dial-in numbers, VoIP, web & computer audio, international dialing, dial-out, 

recording, operator assist – conference calling options abound. If you have 

remote meeting participants, you’ll need some form of audio conferencing. 

We’ll dive more deeply into navigating audio conferencing options later in 

this series. 

For the moment, what you need to know is this: Audio conferencing is 

usually developed and priced separately from the rest of the meeting 

platform. 

Many systems integrate with several audio conferencing options, which 

makes it easier for people who don’t have an existing solution to get up and 

running. Very few systems require you to use their integrated audio. 

This means: 

1. You can (and often should) pick your audio services 
separately from the rest of your system. 

2. Larger companies need to negotiate separate audio contracts to 
manage costs (conferencing is expensive!), and distributed 
teams need to find audio that works from all locations. 

3.    You can have more than one audio service. 
4. Your meeting platform vendor’s integrated audio may work great 

for your internal team, but not so well with clients. In that 
situation, having access to an alternate audio service rescues an 
otherwise failed meeting. 

Lucid Meetings integrates several audio conferencing options and also 

provides way for people to type in a different audio information if they have 

something that works better for that group. 



GENERIC WEB CONFERENCING FEATURES 

Example products focused on generic web conferencing: 

Join.me, AnyMeeting, GoToMeeting, WebEx 

Desktop sharing, application sharing, document presentation and chat 

features make it possible for people in different locations to look at the same 

thing at the same time. When most people think about online meeting 

platforms, they envision these basic web conferencing features. 

This feature set represents the electronic equivalent of a conference room, a 

pen and a notepad. These core features come in handy for most meetings, 

and make no assumptions about a meeting’s intended outcome nor attempts 

to improve the quality of the meeting result. 

You should assume that your team will need these features, at least some of 

the time. Lucid Meetings includes basic web conferencing features because 

they make it possible to easily and quickly show people what you're talking 

about and keep the discussion engaging. 

Features for specific meetings 
If you only schedule meetings to let people “catch up”, “touch base” and 

“stay in contact”, read no further. You only need to look at systems that 

make it technically possible for you to talk, because that’s all you’re doing – 

talking. When you have a goal for your meetings, however, with real work to 

be done and a hope for real results at the end, using a system designed to 
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help you achieve those results in an online setting makes a world of 

difference. 

MEETING PRODUCTIVITY FEATURES 

Example products focused on meeting productivity: 

MeetingHero, MeetingKing, Less Meeting, Lucid Meetings 

Schedule coordination, agenda management, task tracking, note taking, and 

meeting records – meeting productivity features help groups organize, run, 

and document their meetings. 

Meeting productivity features are all about the Why and What of the 

meeting. They’re designed to encourage healthy meeting habits before, 

during and after each meeting, with built in time tracking, email reminders, 

exportable meeting minutes, and more. Most productivity features also 

encourage collaboration between meeting participants, making it easy for 

multiple people to add notes, comments, and other contributions directly to 

the online meeting record. 

Team updates, project meetings, committee & board meetings, and the 

great bulk of day-to-day working sessions benefit from the focus on the 

content and outcome made possible by collaborative meeting productivity 

features. 
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WEBINAR & WEBCASTING SYSTEMS 

Example products focused on webinars: 

MeetingBurner, ON24, GoToWebinar, Adobe Connect for Webinars 

Online registrations, “presenter-mode” audio, Q&A panels, branded splash 

screens, session recording and attendance reports integrated with your sales 

tools are all common features for webinar and webcasting systems. 

Webinars and webcasts may be interactive and engaging, but they aren't 

meant to be collaborative experiences. This is one-way communication in 

real-time. Webinar features are designed to broadcast a message to as wide 

an audience as possible, usually as part of a marketing communications 

program. 

Presenters need to provide a controlled experience to ensure the message 

gets across as intended, so webinar systems make sure that attendees can 

only interact in ways rigidly prescribed by the presenter. 

Webinars and webcasts are meant to increase awareness and sales, which 

makes reporting and follow-up critical to meeting the event’s goal. Also, 

most webinars are recorded, making it possible for the marketing team to 

re-use the webinar content on their blog and in their email campaigns. 
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DECISION SUPPORT 

Example products focused on decision support: 

MeetingSphere, Powernoodle, 1000minds, Conteneo 

Strategic planning and other high-stakes meetings need to result in clear 

agreements with strong team commitment. When these meetings get bad 

results, teams and companies fail. Decision support tools provide the 

infrastructure required to guide groups through these highly structured and 

complex engagements with the confidence that they will get a tangible result 

using a proven methodology. 

Online brainstorming, idea grouping, priority ranking and voting are all core 

features of decision support systems. 

BOARD PORTALS 

Example products focused on board portals: 

Boardvantage, Diligent Board Books, Directorpoint, BoardEffect 

Governed by rigid laws and protocols, boards need a way to prepare for 

meetings that lets them review sensitive material easily and securely in 

advance. Records of the meeting must be documented, and to avoid legal 

trouble, documented in a very specific way. Board portals provide the 
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organization, guidance, and security features required to ensure the board 

can focus on their business goals while adhering the rules. 

Decision support tools and board portals can be used for remote or in-person 

meetings, and are the least likely to include integrated web and audio 

conferencing features. If you intend to use a dedicated decision support or 

board portal system with remote teams, you will most likely need an 

additional conferencing system to manage the technical communication 

aspects of your meetings. 

Matching features to the 
meeting type 
Two factors, the meeting purpose and the attendee list, determine the 

minimal technology you need to be successful. It’s pretty obvious why the 

type of meeting matters. After all, trying to run a webinar without a way to 

register attendees or share a presentation simply won’t work. 

People often underestimate the importance of picking the right system for 

your meeting’s audience, but this is where the technical constraints become 

most apparent. Systems that provide simple connectivity for small teams 

lack the controls necessary to work with crowds, and those designed to 

make it easy for grandparents to chat with toddlers lack the professionalism 

of those designed for working with clients. 

The way you pick meeting software to match your audience is similar to how 

you’d pick a conference room. The key criteria are group size and formality. 



For some type of meetings, the recommended features change depending on 

the group, which I'll cover below. 

Oneonone meetings 
Just the two of you, talking it out. Whatever the goal, you can usually 

navigate any technical issues quickly with just one other person to worry 

about. 

FEATURES YOU NEED FOR ONEONONES 

 

Audio-only or other simple systems work well for one-on-ones. 

Adhoc group call 
“Hey - can we quickly check in? Fred’s got a question!” 

These unscheduled meetings gather a group to quickly address a single 

question or issue. People assemble on short notice for a short meeting, with 

little to no advance preparation. 

FEATURES YOU NEED FOR ADHOC MEETINGS 

For groups of 3 to 5 people 

 

When people work remotely, you need a way to quickly get everyone on a 

call for ad-hoc meetings, but not much more. 



For groups of 5 or more 

 +  

 As the group grows, the conversation flow bogs down and it’s harder to be 

understood on a conference line. Make sure you have a way to chat and 

quickly share your screen if you need to get a point across to a larger group. 

Status meetings 
Status meetings are designed to share information between team members. 

For them to work well, they must be kept focused and quick. 

Online status meetings need a way to efficiently gather and move through 

information provided by the team. 

FEATURES YOU NEED FOR STATUS MEETINGS 

 +  

 Meeting productivity tools are ideal for status meetings, making it possible 

for people to provide information in advance. With all the information 

organized, the leader can focus the meeting on questions and fly through 

the agenda so people can get back to work. 

AUDIOONLY DOESN’T WORK FOR STATUS MEETINGS   

Sure, you might technically cover the information, but if there’s nothing for 

people to look at and no way for them to directly contribute, they aren't 

engaged and they aren’t paying attention.  
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Planning and decisionmaking meetings 
Planning and decision-making meetings are special. They benefit from 

significant advanced preparation, and generate the best results when run 

according to a research-backed methodology. 

With these meetings, the strength of the group’s commitment to the result 

depends on using a meeting platform that supports the leader’s ability to 

move the group through the selected process and provides ways for all 

participants to actively contribute. 

FEATURES YOU NEED FOR PLANNING AND DECISIONMAKING MEETINGS 

For groups of fewer than 10 people, when the work isn’t too charged 

 +  +  

These meetings require an agenda and clear definition of the desired result, 

organized using meeting productivity features. You also need access to 

background information during the meeting, and usually will review one or 

more reports using web conferencing features. At the end, the resulting plan 

or decision gets recorded in the meeting record and distributed using the 

productivity tools. 

For large groups and more complicated decisions 

 +  +  

Many decision support tools encourage anonymous contributions, which can 

help when the issue is charged. They also provide a guided way to efficiently 
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gather input from a lot of people at once, providing much needed 

organization to the chaos you otherwise get with larger groups. When you 

use these tools with everyone at the same time, the meeting leader will also 

need audio and web conferencing to provide instructions at each step in the 

process. 

Sales Calls and Client reviews 
Sales calls and client review meetings drive business – or at least that’s 

what they’re meant to do. Whether your sales strategy relies on high-polish 

or approachability, it fails when your client can’t join your meeting or feels 

like their time is being wasted. 

Don’t expect your customers to play in your sandbox! Select a system 

that will work on Windows or Apple computers and that doesn’t require your 

customer to install something, download a plugin, or register with a new 

email address to join your meeting. 

Meeting platforms for client meetings must make it possible for the sales 

person to put forward a well-prepared and professional presentation while 

offering a fail-proof way for clients to join. 

FEATURES YOU NEED FOR SALES MEETINGS 

For groups of 5 or fewer 

 +  

You don’t always have to show your prospect something on a sales call, but 

you should always be prepared to do so if it comes up. 



For groups of 5 or more, and for more important conversations 

 +  +  

In addition to sharing a polished presentation, sales professionals who want 

to impress clients will also write down questions, issues, and decisions 

during the meeting using a meeting productivity system, and will follow up 

after the call with a thank-you email that clearly lists the next steps. 

Committee and Board Meetings 
Committee and board meetings are collaborative working meetings with lots 

of extra rules. More than just good ideas, agendas, record keeping, and 

attendance tracking are mandatory for these groups. Committees and 

boards typically have longer, more complicated agendas to manage and 

many reports to review. 

Meeting platforms used by boards and committees should support 

management of this core meeting content. 

FEATURES YOU NEED FOR COMMITTEE AND BOARD MEETINGS 

For regular meetings 

 + (  OR ) 

The meeting leader must have a way to organize the meeting and run the 

group through the meeting content according to plan. The designated note 

taker records the minutes directly in the system. 



For working sessions 

 +  +  

Committee working sessions typically result in an updated document of 

some kind – a business plan, a new specification draft, or some other 

content. The most efficient way to run this real-time document collaboration 

is to assign one person to share their screen while they update the 

document, and have others contribute content that can be copied and pasted 

through chat or meeting notes. Combining the sharing tools in web 

conferencing with the collaborative and organizational tools of meeting 

productivity speeds this work along. 

Webinars 
Most webinars seek to increase market awareness, marketing leads, and 

ultimately new sales. Open and optional, webinars hope to attract and 

impress a wide audience. 

The best systems for webinars support a highly polished and controlled 

presentation and the reporting required for the sales and marketing teams 

to reach out and sell afterwards. If you ever attend a webinar where you can 

hear other people coming and going, where the presenter has to explain to 

everyone how to mute, where they have no great way to manage questions, 

and you register in one system, meet in another, and never get a reminder 

or follow-up, then you know that company tried to run a webinar using a 

simple web conferencing tool. Along with marketing’s intended message, 

they’ve also told everyone that they’re either inexperienced, cheap or both. 



FEATURES YOU NEED FOR WEBINARS 

 +  

 If you’re doing webinars, you should use a webinar system. 

Hey, what about video conferencing? 
And let us not forget... 

VIDEO CONFERENCING 

Example products focused on video conferencing: 

Google Hangouts, Fuze, Vidyo, iMeet 

This one is hard for me. I really want to be an enthusiastic proponent of 

video conferencing, because it truly makes online meetings more engaging 

and personal when done well. Unfortunately for our small distributed team, 

some of whom work from bandwidth-challenged parts of the world, video 

conferencing fails more often than it succeeds. 

Video conferencing enhances online meetings by making it possible to see as 

well as hear the other participants. With video, you can communicate 

emotion and nuance in a way that other modes cannot. When it fails, it 

distracts and disrupts the conversation, often irreparably. Bad video is more 

than a technical glitch – it's a meeting killer. 

http://www.google.com/+/learnmore/hangouts/
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fuze.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFzvTbmojEeEgcTaPb0RQu1WSayuA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.vidyo.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGXCwHz6XLPJ25fUvv-VcVuAluQpw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pgi.com%2Fimeet%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH4HaXwpNsnbWuRxfCKyS5wJicqIQ


In our experience, video conferencing works best at the extreme ends of the 

meeting spectrum. For small intimate groups, video works because the 

group’s existing relationships make it possible to fumble about a bit and 

laugh off any awkward moments. Also, internal teams who really value video 

communication can invest in the time and equipment required to make it 

work reliably. 

Advanced webinars and major broadcast events, such as live international 

webcasts, make video work by limiting the focus of the video to the 

presenters and through rigorously testing through any issues in advance. 

Even then, because the bandwidth issues can be so disabling, many webinar 

presenters will turn off their video when addressing very large audiences or 

those in areas with weak internet connections. 

We've integrated Skype video calling with Lucid Meetings and continue to 

search for other video conferencing options we can feel confident will provide 

a quality experience to our clients. In general, however, we believe that 

unless you can invest in equipping your team to succeed or are running big 

events, video conferencing should be considered a nice-to-have and 

approached with caution. 

Takeaways 
1. Online meetings systems are designed to support a range of 

meeting types, but no product supports ALL meetings well. 
Meetings are not nails, so you should stop trying to use a single 
online meeting platform hammer. 

2. Groups have more productive and engaging meetings when they 
use tools designed for the type of meetings they run. 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fblog.lucidmeetings.com%2Fblog%2Fskype-action-items-help-for-all-latest-lucid-meetings-updates&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNE9MKgZlksAY1rWnaa3eG5fx5D9wA


3. For best results, companies and organizations may need to 
invest in more than one meeting platform. 

When you're in the market for new meeting software, knowing what type of 

meetings you need to support is the first step. Once you've identified the 

feature set (or feature sets) you need, take a look at the other criteria on 

the Top 10 Things to Consider When Purchasing Meeting Software checklist, 

and download the spreadsheet to use when comparing options. 

Get the Checklist and Worksheet 

 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Finfo.lucidmeetings.com%2Ftop-10-things-to-consider-when-purchasing-meeting-software&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEEGNF03vJ_alSzJhS69boGTFmB7Q
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fcta-service-cms2.hubspot.com%2Fcs%2Fc%2F%3F%26cta_guid%3Daf97a36f-8bbb-4cc9-91dd-92a4c8343895%26placement_guid%3D6d8d3477-1e24-4807-9531-14acbfb68006%26portal_id%3D418366%26redirect_url%3D%2FF8aaFo8KMzwTURoyjZT3dqixGQ0fhyFR3%2FBa67zwvx1DwXmUJSmqwe1LbJ%2FTCq52xy5Dsn%2FCTqGvl9OCdjIFCrmwSNXb4f7vV65NH5fkVc1ouI5rrGF0j8gnDeX3CkHqRDfLtB8k7M2R63zqcu1YQ%253D%253D%26iv%3DapByL1Wai1o%253D%26hsutk%3D%26canon%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fblog.lucidmeetings.com%252Fblog%252Fhow-to-select-right-online-meeting-platform-any-meeting%26__hstc%3D264135187.cb33b4e3b1b5fec2817ddf1858b2ed50.1419361487770.1419361487770.1419361487770.1%26__hssc%3D264135187.1.1419361487770%26__hsfp%3D3669749553&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHlO6T4g5e4I3Faw9eu02t_BBTPeA

